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Online-only material: machine-readable table
The equivalent widths for NGC 2419 S1814 given in the penultimate column of Table 3 of our paper were by mistake those of
the star NGC 2419 S223. Here we present a corrected version of Table 3 with the appropriate Wλ for the star NGC 2419 S1814. No
figures, text, or any table other than the penultimate column of Table 3 are affected by this update. We are grateful to Emmanuelle
Perret of the CDS for informing us of the problem with this table.
Table 3
Wλ for 7 Mg-Normal RGB Stars in NGC 2419 with HIRES/Keck Spectra
Line Species χ log(gf ) S810 S973 S1166 S1209 S1305 S1814 S223
(eV) (dex) mÅ mÅ mÅ mÅ mÅ mÅ mÅ
5212.35 Nd II 0.20 −0.960 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21.0 10.7
5249.58 Nd II 0.98 0.200 20.3 29.0 25.1 23.6 34.2 19.0 . . .
4129.70 Eu II 0.00 0.220 98.0 . . . 132.7 123.8 . . . 114.0 145.0
6645.11 Eu II 1.38 0.120 11.0 . . . 12.4 13.4 20.0 8.0 9.0
5169.69 Dy II 0.10 −1.660 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.0 . . .
(This table is available in its entirety in a machine-readable form in the online journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding
its form and content.)
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